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Note: Stddev is Standard Deviation of current machine averages.
Avg is Current KPPD average.
Number of machines is indicated in 0.
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For Periods Jul-Aug, Sep-Oct, Nov-Dec 1994
SUMMARY
Flat




















Max 54.2 54.6 55.9
Min 50.9 50.9 50.9
Avg 52.6 (13) 52.5 (13) 52.7 (15)
Stddev 1.1 1.3 1.5
Max 64.0 64.2 65.5
Min 60.7 60.6 60.5
Avg 62.6 (11) 62.2 (14) 62.8 (12)
Stddev 1.2 1.2 1.5
40# Flat Adjusted Basis Weight *A
Mar May
93 93
Jul Sep Nov Jan Mar May Jul
93 93 93 94 94 94 94
Sep Nov
94 94
Note: Stddev is Standard Deviation of current machine averages.
Avg is Current KPPD average.
Number of machines is indicated in 0.


































Jan Mar May Jul Sep Nov Jan Mar May Jul Sep Nov
93 93 93 93 93 93 94 94 94 94 94 94
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Max 16.0 15.7 22.2
Min 4.5 4.5 4.0
Avg 9.4 (13) 9.7 (13) 10.3 (15)
Stddev 3.8 3.7 5.2
Max 15.0 15.5 19.3
Min 6.0 4.5 5.5
Avg 10.2 (11) 10.2 (14) 10.5 (12)
Stddev 3.0 3.4 4.3
40# Flat Porosity
Mar May Jul Sep Nov Jan Mar May Jul Sep Nov
93 93 93 93 93 94 94 94 94 94 94
Note: Stddev is Standard Deviation of current machine averages.
Avg is Current KPPD average.
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Avg. . . ..... .....................
- 5%
I I I I I I I I
Jan
93
Mar May Jul Sep Nov Jan Mar
93 93 93 93 93 94 94
May Jul Sep Nov
94 94 94 94
Note: Stddev is Standard Deviation of current machine averages.
Avg is Current KPPD average.
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Jan Mar May Jul Sep Nov Jan Mar May Jul Sep Nov
93 93 93 93 93 93 94 94 94 94 94 94
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8 I I 1-  
Jan Mar May Jul Sep Nov Jan Mar May Jul Sep Nov
93 93 93 93 93 93 94 94 94 94 94 94
Note: Stddev is Standard Deviation of current machine averages.
Avg is Current KPPD average.
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Max 138.8 139.4 137.3
Min 115.5 116.6 118.9
Avg 124.8 (13) 125.1 (13) 126.2 (15)
Stddev 6.8 6.9 5.9
Max 170.9 165.2 170.6
Min 137.8 138.9 144.7
Avg 153.1 (11) 153.1 (14) 154.7 (12)
Stddev 8.8 7.2 7.1
40# Flat Adjusted MD Tear
Jan Mar May Jul Sep Nov Jan Mar
93 93 93 93 93 93 94 94
May Jul Sep Nov
94 94 94 94
Note: Stddev is Standard Deviation of current machine averages.
Avg is Current KPPD average.



































Jan Mar May Jul Sep Nov Jan Mar May Jul Sep Nov
93 93 93 93 93 93 94 94 94 94 94 94
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Jan Mar May Jul
93 93 93 93
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180 I I 
Jan Mar May Jul Sep Nov Jan Mar
93 93 93 93 93 93 94 94
May Jul Sep Nov
94 94 94 94
Note: Stddev is Standard Deviation of current machine averages.
Avg is Current KPPD average.
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Mar May Jul Sep Nov Jan Mar May Jul Sep Nov
93 93 93 93 93 94 94 94 94 94 94




































Mar May Jul Sep Nov Jan Mar May
93 93 93 93 93 94 94 94
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15.5 - I l I I I
Jan Mar May Jul Sep Nov Jan
93 93 93 93 93 93 94
Mar May Jul Sep Nov
94 94 94 94 94
Note: Stddev is Standard Deviation of current machine averages.
Avg is Current KPPD average.
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Jan Mar May Jul Sep Nov Jan Mar May Jul Sep Nov
93 93 93 93 93 93 94 94 94 94 94 94
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41 - I l [ l lI l lI II
Jan Mar May Jul Sep Nov Jan Mar May Jul Sep Nov
93 93 93 93 93 93 94 94 94 94 94 94
Note: Stddev is Standard Deviation of current machine averages.
Avg is Current KPPD average.
Number of machines is indicated in ().
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I I 1 1 1 1 1 1 I 1
Jan Mar May Jul
93 93 93 93
Sep Nov Jan Mar May Jul Sep Nov
93 93 94 94 94 94 94 94
60# Flat Adjusted Total Tensile
+5%
-5%
Jan Mar May Jul
93 93 93 93
Sep Nov Jan Mar May Jul Sep Nov
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Max 6.4 5.9 6.1
Min 4.1 4.1 4.2
Avg 5.1 (4) 4.8 (4) 4.7 (4)
Stddev 1.0 .7 .8
Note: Stddev is Standard Deviation of current machine averages.
Avg is Current KPPD average.








Kraft and Packaging Papers Division
For Periods Jul-Aug, Sep-Oct, Nov-Dec 1994
SUMMARY
Extensible



































Note: Stddev is Standard Deviation of current machine averages.
Avg is Current KPPD average.
Number of machines is indicated in ().
Note A is given in the appendix
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-I I I I I I I I I I I
Jan Mar May
93 93 93
Jul Sep Nov Jan Mar May Jul
93 93 93 94 94 94 94
Sep Nov
94 94
Note A is given in the appendix
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Max 18.0 17.0 17.6
Min 3.0 4.0 3.5
Avg 10.8 (4) 14.2 (4) 12.3 (4)
Stddev 6.9 6.2 6.6
Note: Stddev is Standard Deviation of current machine averages.
Avg is Current KPPD average.
Number of machines is indicated in ().
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Max 9.8 6.4 6.3
Min 6.0 6.0 6.0
Avg 7.4 (4) 6.2 (3) 6.1 (3)
Stddev 1.8 .2 .2
Note: Stddev is Standard Deviation of current machine averages.
Avg is Current KPPD average.
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Note: Stddev is Standard Deviation of current machine averages.
Avg is Current KPPD average.
Number of machines is indicated in ().
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93 93 93 93 93 93 94 94 94 94 94 94
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Max 157.4 152.5 145.5
Min 138.9 136.5 134.5
Avg 148.9 (4) 145.7 (4) 141.8 (4)
Stddev 8.5 6.9 5.5
Note: Stddev is Standard Deviation of current machine averages.
Avg is Current KPPD average.
Number of machines is indicated in ().
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93 93 93 93 93 93 94 94 94 94
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Max 347.2 342.4 327.8
Min 311.0 315.0 303.2
Avg 330.3 (4) 328.6 (4) 311.2 (4)
Stddev 14.9 11.6 11.1
Note: Stddev is Standard Deviation of current machine averages.
Avg is Current KPPD average.
Number of machines is indicated in ().
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Note: Stddev is Standard Deviation of current machine averages.
Avg is Current KPPD average.
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Note: Stddev is Standard Deviation of current machine averages.
Avg is Current KPPD average.
Number of machines is indicated in ().
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Note: Stddev is Standard Deviation of current machine averages.
Avg is Current KPPD average.
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Jan Mar May Jul Sep Nov Jan Mar May Jul Sep Nov
93 93 93 93 93 93 94 94 94 94 94 94
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Max 27.1 27.5 26.0
Min 21.3 22.0 22.8
Avg 24.3 (4) 24.9 (4) 24.2 (4)
Stddev 2.6 2.3 1.4
Note: Stddev is Standard Deviation of current machine averages.
Avg is Current KPPD average.
Number of machines is indicated in ().
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The continuous base-line study is a compilation of monthly averages of mill test data obtained
routinely on five major grade weights of multiwall bag paper manufactured in the mills of KPPD
members. Data are included for individuals machines which produced at least 50 tons of one of the
following three major grade weights during a given period: 40, 50, and 60 lb flat; or any tonnage of
50 and 60 lb extensible.
The 40 lb extensible was not included in the report due to a minimum requirement of 3 machines
reporting data to be added to this report.
Mill data are included for moisture content, basis weight, thickness, density, porosity, MD tear,
and total tear for all grades; CD tensile and total tensile for flat grades; and MD stretch, CD stretch,
CD TEA, and total TEA for extensible grades.
Participating mills are asked to report reel moisture content, basis weight, and moisture content
corresponding to the basis weight measurement (if different from reel moisture). An adjusted basis
weight is then calculated corresponding to a moisture content of 7.25% (AD basis). Only the reel
moisture content and the adjusted basis weights are included in the report.
The type of tear tester (old or new style) used by each mill is given in Table XVII. For those
mills using the new style tester, the reported tear values were adjusted to an estimated result for the
old style tester using the following:
Tearld = 1.06 Tearnew
The type of tensile tester (T404 or T494) used by each mill is also given in Table XVII. For
those mills using the tester described in T494, the reported tensile values were adjusted to an
estimated T404 result using the following:
Adjusted CD Tensile = Reported CD Tensile * 1.02
Adjusted Total Tensile = Reported Total Tensile + Adjustment to CD Tensile




For the five major grade weights of multiwall bag paper referred to earlier, mill test averages for
reel moisture content, adjusted basis weight, thickness, density, porosity, MD tear and total tear for
all grades; CD tensile and total tensile for flat grades; and MD stretch, CD stretch, CD TEA, and







Mill Data on 40 lb Flat Multiwall Bag
Mill Data on 50 lb Flat Multiwall Bag
Mill Data on 60 lb Flat Multiwall Bag
Mill Data on 50 lb Extensible Multiwall Bag
XIII-XIV-XV Mill Data on 60 lb Extensible Multiwall Bag
Data submitted by the participating mills relative to conditioning and testing environments are
summarized in Table XVI. Data submitted relative to tear and tensile variables are summarized in
Table XVII.
The procedures used in calculating adjusted basis weight, cumulative machine averages,
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Table II (cont.)




















































































































5.7 5.6 101.8 42.1 42.0 100.2 8.8 9.0 97.8




































































































































































































































































































































































5.7 5.6 101.8 52.6 52.5 100.2 9.4 9.9 94.9
Notes A and B are given in the apendix.
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Table IV (cont.)
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Table IV (cont.)
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Table V (cont.)













































































Note B is given in the appendix.
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Table V (cont.)



















































































































































































































5.7 5.7 100.0 52.7 52.6 100.2 10.3 9.9 104.0
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Table VII (cont.)
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Table VIII (cont.)





















































































Note B is given in the appendix.
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Table X (cont.)





















































































Note B is given in the appendix.
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Table X (cont.)


































Note B is given in the appendix.
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Table X (cont.)
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Table XI













































































































































































Note B is given in the appendix.
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Table XI (cont.)















































































































































































Note B is given in the appendix.
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Table XII (cont.)





































Note B is given in the appendix.
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Table XII (cont.)
































































































































































































































Note B is given in the appendix.
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Table XIII (cont.)
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Table XIV (cont.)




















































































































































































4.7 4.9 95.9 62.0 62.3 99.5 12.3 12.4 99.2
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Table XV (cont.)








































































































































































































































































NOTES A AND B USED IN TABULATIONS OF MILL DATA
Notes A, used in the tables of mill data, defines the procedure for calculating adjusted basis
weight. The adjusted basis weight is that corresponding to a moisture content of 7.25%, calculated
as follows:
ABW = RBW [(100 - RMC) / (100 - 7.25)]
where: ABW = adjusted basis weight, RBW = reported basis weight, and RMC = reported moisture
content.
Note B, used in the tables of mill data, defines the procedures for calculating either machine
index or KPPD index. These indexes are the ratio of either the machine or KPPD current average to
the KPPD cumulative average, calculated as follows:
MI = 100 (CMA/CUM KPPDA)
KPPDI = 100 (CKPPDA/CUM KPPDA)
where: MI = Machine Index, KPPDI -= KPPD index.
CMA = current machine average for a specific physical property of a specific multiwall bag
paper grade obtained during the current period on a specific machine,
CKPPDA = current average of all machine averages for a specific physical property of a specific
multiwall bag paper grade obtained during the current period,
CUM KPPDA = the average CKPPD for the previous twelve months, including the current
month.
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